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Introduction 
In [6], Kervaire proved that a finitely presented group r is the fundamental group 
of a smooth n-dimensional homology sphere, n 2 5, if and only if rr is perfect and 
H,(r) = 0. In this note, we give an analogous characterization of fundamental groups 
of complements of wildly embedded polyhedra in S”. This characterization is the 
same except that in this case the group 7~ need not be finitely presented. 
Theorem. Let Kk be a jinite polyhedron and let i: K + S” be a PL embedding with 
1 c k c n - 3, and n 2 7. If T is a countably generated group, then there is a (non-PL) 
reembedding j : K + S” with rr,( S” - j( K )) = T if and only if rr is perfect and H2( YT) = 0. 
In case Z- is finitely presented, one can prove the theorem for K = S’ as a corollary 
to Kervaire’s theorem and double suspension. Let H” be a homology n-sphere with 
n,(H) = v. By [3], E2H is homeomorphic to S”+*. The suspension circle gives a 
wild embedding i: S’+ S”+’ with n,(S”+ - i(S’)) I- T. We prove our theorem by 
generalizing this technique. 
* Partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-85.02777 
0166.8641/89/S3.50 0 1989, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
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Here is an outline of the proof. For notation and information concerning PL 
topology, we refer to [lo]. We construct a properly embedded acyclic polyhedron 
Lc R” with rr( L) = s- and let U be an open regular neighborhood of L in R”. 
Setting X = S” - U, we show that X is a cell-like subset of S”. It follows that S”/X 
is an ANR homology sphere and that E(S”/X) is homeomorphic to S”+‘. The 
suspension of [X] is an arc Q in S”+’ such that v,(S” - (.y) = r. This establishes 
our result in case K = 1, the unit interval. We then prove our main theorem by 
showing that underthe given hypotheses some l-simplex of K can always be replaced 
by a copy of (Y in such a way that the fundamental group of the resulting complement 
is isomorphic to rr. 
The construction of L 
Let {gi}Er and {r,}:, be generators and relations for rr. Let S, v Sz v S3 v . * . c R”-’ 
be an infinite wedge of PL S”s and let L, c R” =Rn-’ xR’ be S, x [l, 00)u 
s2 x [2,00) u s3 x [3,00) u * . . . L, is a locally finite polyhedron in [w”. We think of 
each Si as representing a generator corresponding to gi in -rr,(L,). Now, for each 
j 2 1, let p(j) be the smallest integer such that rpcj, involves only the generators 
81,..‘, gj and such that p(j) #p(i) for i <j. It may be that no integer p(j) satisfies 
these conditions, in which case we set p(j) = 0. 
For each j with p(j) # 0, let qj : S’ + L, x {j} c R”-’ x R’ be a PL map representing 
r,,(,) in nr( L,). ‘PJ extends to a PL map (pi : D* + [w”-’ x {j} which is an embedding 
on int(D’). By general position, we may assume that +,(int D*) n &(int D2) = 0 for 
i#jandthat~i(02)nL,=~i(~02)foralli.Now,letL,=L,u~~~,~j(~2)~~,~). 
Following [6], we invoke a classical theorem of Hopf: 
Theorem (Hopf [ 1, p. 11). If K is a connected CW complex with vl( K) = T, then there 
is an exact sequence: 
r2(K) -% ff,(K)+H2(~)-+0 
where p is the Hurewicz homomorphism. 
L, is homotopy equivalent to a 2-dimensional CW complex, so H2(L2) is free 
abelian. Since H2( T) = 0 by assumption, we can choose {[si]}z, E ‘i~~( L2) so that 
{p([s,])}z”=, is a basis for H2(L2). For each j > 1, let q(j) be the smallest integer 
such that p([s,]) is represented by a PL map ccj : S* + L, n R”-’ x {j} and such that 
q(j) # q(i) for i < j. If no such integer exists, we set q(j) = 0. 
If n 3 7, general position allows us to extend each 4j to a PL map Gj : D3 -+ 
[wnp’ x (j-a, j +$) such that &j is an embedding on int D3 and such that r&(0’) n 
L, = $,(aD’). Let L = L2u IJ,?=, Jj(D3). L is a 3-dimensional locally finite acyclic 
polyhedron with fundamental group v which is properly embedded in R”. 
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If n = 6, we form the complex L abstractly and attempt to extend the embedding 
already given on L2 using a technique due to Stallings [ 11,5]. General position 
yields a map with double points in the interiors of 34mplices. We join each pair 
of double points by an arc in L. The image of each such arc is a PL circle in 
Iw”-’ x (j -a,j+$) for some j. By general position, each such circle bounds a disk 
in [w”~’ x (j -a,j+$) in the complement of the image of L. By simultaneously 
squeezing the arc out of the domain and the disk out of the range, we can eliminate 
a pair of double points. Doing this for all such pairs produces a proper embedding 
of a 3-dimensional polyhedron infinite simple homotopy equivalent to L into [w’. 
The proof that X is cell-like 
A compact subset X of a manifold M” is said to be cell-like (or CE) if for each 
neighborhood U of X in M the inclusion X + U is nullhomotopic. It is shown in 
[S] that this is a topological property of X and is independent of the choice of 
manifold M” or embedding X + M”. A map f: X + Y between compact metric 
spaces is cell-like if it is surjective and if f-‘(y) is CE for each y E Y. 
Let Lc R” be the polyhedron constructed above. We may assume that L is 
simplicially embedded in R” and that R” is triangulated in such a way that L is a 
full subcomplex. Let U c R” be an open simplicial neighborhood of L in R” and 
let R” be contained in S” by one-point compactification. U is open in S” and we 
denote S” - U by X. By Alexander duality, R*(X) = fi*( pt). To say that X is CE 
is the same as saying that the inclusion * + X of a point into X is a shape equivalence. 
To prove this, we invoke the following Whitehead Theorem in shape theory: 
Cohomological Whitehead Theorem ([9, p. 1551). Let F: (X, *) + ( Y, *) be a pointed 
shape morphism and let (X, *) and ( Y, *) be connected$nite-dimensional metric spaces 
which are shape 1 -connected. Zf F induces an isomorphism of tech cohomology groups 
with integer coejicients then F is a pointed shape equivalence. 
While the terminology used in the theorem above may not be entirely familiar, 
it suffices for our purposes to know that a map *+X is a pointed shape morphism 
and that a compact subset of R” which is an intersection of simply connected open 
subsets of R” is shape l-connected, To prove that X is cell-like, it therefore suffices 
to show that X has a basis of neighborhoods V, 3 V, 2 V, 3. . . with Z-,( V,) = 0. 
Let Q;cLbeLn(R”- x [0, i ++I). We may assume that each Q, is a full subcom- 
plex in the given triangulation of R”. Let A, : R” -+ [0, l] be the linear function which 
is 1 on vertices of Qj and 0 on vertices of R” - Q,. Let V, = A;‘[O, l/( i + 2)]. Each 
Vi is an open neighborhood of X, V, 3 Vi+, , nT=, V, = X, and N, = R” - Q, is a 
regular neighborhood of Q, in R”. It is now clear that rr( V,) = 0, because each N, 
has Q, as a codimension-3 spine-a loop in V, bounds a disk in S” which can be 
moved off of QZ and, therefore, out of int( N,) rel boundary. 
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Conclusion 
For any given space Y, we will let IY denote Y x [-1, l]/ -, where (y, 1) - (y’, 1) 
and (y, -I)-(y’, -1) for all y,y’~ Y. To see that Z(S”/X) is homeomorphic to 
S “+‘, we invoke: 
Theorem ([3, 10.21). Let n 2 4 and let f: M” + XANR be a CE map such that the 
nonmanifold part of X is contained in a topological polyhedron of codimension 23. 
Then X x R’ is a manifold. 
S”/X is an ANR by [4], [6], or [8]. The reader interested in general theorems 
of this sort should consult pp. 259-261 of [9]. The general principle is that whether 
S”/X is an ANR depends only on the shape of X. Since X has the shape of a 
point, the result follows. That S”/X is a homology manifold follows from the 
Vietoris-Begle Theorem. 
Cannon’s Theorem implies that S”/X x R’ is a manifold. Since H4(S”/X x 
R’, 2,) = 0, S/X x R’ has a PL structure. By Browder’s M x R Theorem or by the 
boundary theorem of Browder, Levine, and Livesay [2], S”/X x R’ = S” xR’. It 
follows that .Z(S”/X) = S”+‘. Let [X] E S”/X be the singular point and let (Y = 
.E[X]c Z(S”/X) be its suspension. Then S”+’ -(Y = U xR’ and n,(S”+‘- a) = 
7rI( U) = 7r. This proves our main theorem for a = I, the unit interval. 
To extend the theorem to the case of an arbitrary finite polyhedron K k c R” with 
n -k 2 3 and k 2 1, we will make use of the Bing shrinking criterion. 
Bing Shrinking Criterion. If f: X + Y is a surjection of compact metric spaces, then f 
is a uniform limit of homeomorphisms if and only iffor each E > 0 there is an h : X + X 
such that d (h of; f) G F and such that for all y E Y diam( h(f-‘(y))) < E. The homeo- 
morphisms h are called shrinking homeomorphisms for f 
Let q E S”/X -[Xl and let p : [0, l] + S”/X be an embedding so that p(O) = [Xl, 
p( 1) = q, and so that p 1 (0, l] is PL. This last makes sense because S”/X -[Xl = .!_I, 
which is an open subset of S”. Let B = p(I) c S”/X. If E > 0 is given, let P be a 
regular neighborhood of p [ E, l] in S”/X - [X] and let N be a regular neighborhood 
of the point P(E) in int( P). By regular neighborhood theory, given any neighborhood 
V of P in U there is a PL isotopy h, with compact support in V such that h, = id 
and h,(P) = N. Such h’s give shrinking homeomorphisms for the quotient map 
S”/X + (S”/X)/B and show that S”/X = (S”/X)/ B. (See Fig. 1.) 
Lfi:Kk+Snt’. 1s a PL embedding, we may assume that i( K ) c U x R’. To simplify 
notation, we will write K c U x R’. Let (T E K be a l-simplex. Since q x [-4, $1 c 
2 (S”/ X) is a standard PL arc in lJ x R’, there is a PL homeomorphism T : U --, U 
with T(o) = q x [-i, $1. Thus, we may assume that q x [-f, f] c K is a l-simplex 
of K. By general position, we may assume that K n B x (-1,1) = q x [ -+, i]. (See 
Fig. 2.) 
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Fig. 1 
Fig. 2 
Consider the partition 9 of Z(S”/X) whose nondegenerate elements are B x { t} 
for t E (-$, i), B x {i} u [X] x [$, 11, and B x {-$} u [XJ x r-1, -11. To complete the 
proof of our main theorem it suffices to show that the projection c: E(S”/X)+ 
Z(S”/X)/ - is shrinkable, where x-x’ if x, X’E G E 9, since c(K) c E(S”/X)/ - 
is a copy of K in S”” such that S”+‘- K is homeomorphic to I(S”/X) - 
(auBx[-i,$]u K)= UXR’-((B-[X])x[-i,i]u K). Since (B-[X])x[-4, 
$1 u K is a polyhedron with codimension 23 in U x R’, its absence does not affect 
?T, ) so 7r, (Sn+’ - K) = TT,( U) = n-, as desired. 
A shrinking homeomorphism for c is constructed as the composition of homeo- 
morphisms, H and K. If is a homeomorphism of the form H(x, t) = (h,,,,(x), t) 
where p(t) = 1 for t E [-4, $1 and where p decreases rapidly to 0 outside of this 
interval. K is a homeomorphism which shrinks [X] x [$, l] and [X] x [-1, -$] to 
small neighborhoods of the suspension points. K is easily constructed using the 
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product structure on E(S”/X). One constructs K so that there is a small neighbor- 
hood 6 of [X] in F/X such that B x [$, l] and 6 x [-1, -41 are shrunk by id x k, 
where k : [ - 1, l] + [ - 1, 11 is a suitable PL homeomorphism. Then one constructs H 
so that the arcs B x {t}, f E [-$, 51, are shrunk into 0 x [-$, i]. Since H is level- 
preserving, the images of the B x {t}‘s are not stretched by such a K and the 
composition shrinks c. 
Remark. As pointed out by the referee, our theorem remains true when the poly- 
hedron K is replaced by any compact metric space Z which contains an arc. If Z 
is embedded in S” codimension three, work of Stank0 [12,13] guarantees that the 
embedding can be approximated by a l-LCC embedding and that the l-LCC 
embedding has the general position properties used in the proof. 
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